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Jeu du soir
The Night Game

By Hervé Tullet

150 x 198 mm
Box with 48 die-cut cards
€15.90
Age 3+
Pub date: October 2021

Rights Sold: 
Dutch, Italian

A superb new book by Hervé Tullet, that invites 
budding artists to use 50 cards to make up stories, 
play with shadows and light… in the dark!

A cat, a person, a heart, a plane, circles, triangles, stripes… 50 draw-
ings to project onto the wall or ceiling with a flashlight, to tell lots 
of stories at home or in the classroom. A simple, attractive, and 
clever box set, in true Hervé Tullet style.

Kids will love seeing fish, flowers, houses and much more on their 
wall…

A magical and fun moment to create in the dark or before bed.

ACTIVITIES

50 die-cut shapes 
to project onto the 
wall or ceiling

All you need is a 
fl ashlight or a smart-
phone. Then switch off 
the lights… and let the 
show begin!

Hervé Tullet 

Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre
(2 million copies sold worldwide, 32 
langages), Couleurs and On joue. 
Creator of about 75 children’s books, 
Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises 
when he meets children and the magic 
also works througt his much-awaited 
books.  
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Une Expo idéale
The Ideal Workshop 

By Hervé Tullet

210 x 270 mm
Wire-O, Die-cut, Flaps, 
Removable parts
48 pp
€19.90
Age 4+
Pub date: October 2021

Rights Sold: 

An interactive picture book full of surprises, to 
explore an inspiring, creative, happy and ideal 
“exhibition” of Hervé Tullet’s work.

Hervé Tullet invites readers to touch and LOOK. Explore this artist 
book like a real exhibition.
The windows and superimpositions bring the works of art to life, 
play with our eyes and invite us to create an explosion of colors, 
shapes and inspiration. 

After The Ideal Exhibition (the boxset) which allows mini artists to 
create and engage with art on their own, The Ideal Workshop is an 
opportunity to see and play with Herve’s own take on it. These are 
a perfect set that compliment each other!

ACTIVITIES

Simple lines and dots 
become a real festival 
for the eyes.

Adapted from the web-series, 
www.lexpoideale.com, relayed 
throughout the world 

Hervé Tullet 

Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre
(2 million copies sold worldwide, 32 
langages), Couleurs and On joue. 
Creator of about 75 children’s books, 
Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises 
when he meets children and the magic 
also works througt his much-awaited 
books.  
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L’Expo Idéale
The Ideal Workshop - Box Set

By Hervé Tullet

340 x 245 mm
1 box, 64 sheets of 
patterned paper, 6 sheets of 
assorted
paper, 1 detailed instructions 
booklet for, 14 creative 
workshops, 1 inspiration
catalogue of ideal 
exhibitions all over the 
world
108 pp
€10.90
Age 4+ 
Pub date: September 2020

Rights Sold: 
Castilian, Italian, Korean

14 art workshops with Hervé Tullet, to set up your 
very own exhibition, alone or with friends... Fun, 
creative, happy, ideal!!!

Hervé Tullet, an artist who creates fun and uninhibited art, invites 
the young and old to unleash their creativity. Children can use 
basic techniques to sharpen their eye and        transform simple 
drawings into works of art. 

14 art workshops to create your ideal exhibition, alone or with 
others, in a classroom, child’s bedroom, or even a shoebox! The box 
set includes:
64 sheets of patterned paper
6 sheets of assorted paper
1 detailed instructions booklet 
1 inspiration catalogue of ideal exhibitions all over the world
Alone or with others, children can use basic techniques to sharpen 
their eye and transform simple drawings into works of art.

They can then submit photos of their creations on the “expoideale.
com” website and take part in the big collective ideal exhibition.

ACTIVITIES

Drawing, tearing, 
sticking, crumpling, 
folding, assembling… 
and sharpening your 
eye.

Different kinds of paper to create 
with + detailed instructions for 14 
creative activities + an inspiration 
catalogue of ideal exhibitions all 
over the world

Hervé Tullet 

Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre 
(2 million copies sold worldwide, 32 
langages), Couleurs and On joue. 
Creator of about 75 children’s books, 
Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises 
when he meets children and the magic 
also works througt his much-awaited 
books.  
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Mon livre-jeu, ma 
1ère année de 
maternelle
My First Year of Kindergarten

By Amy Blay

240 x 240 mm - 
Hard Cover
12 pp 
€14.90 
Age 3+
Pub date: August 2021

Rights Sold: 

A hardback gamebook with 120 repositionable 
foam stickers, for a fun discovery of early learning 
concepts. 

Kindergarten opens children up to the world. They learn how to 
name, describe, observe objects, and become more aware of space 
and time. This book helps them with all these discoveries, as they 
use the foam stickers to explore early learning concepts in a play-
ful way. The open-ended questions and “show with your finger” pic-
tograms also help them develop their language (describing, using 
precise    vocabulary). The solutions are given at the end of the 
book. 

Organized in 6 double-page themed spreads: 
• the weather, 
• days of the week, 
• emotions, 
• body parts, 
• numbers and shapes, 
• a creative activity.

ACTIVITIES

Created with the advice of 
kindergarten teachers.

Amy Blay 

She was born in Canada and currently 
lives in England. She spent many 
years designing patterns for stationery 
(postcards, wrapping paper, etc.). Her 
fresh, graphic and colorful style lends 
itself perfectly to children’s books.

A sturdy hardback activity 
book, with 130 foam stickers 
to stick, remove and stick 
again
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Mes premiers 
jeux de société
My First Board Games 

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

170 x 170 mm
Board Games Book
8 pp
€14.95
Age 3+
Pub date: 2021 - 2022

Number of titles: 2

Rights Sold: 
Castillan, Chinese (Complex), 
Dutch

A game-book to carry everywhere!

Two dice and 6 repositionable sticker counters to play everywhere, 
on the go (car, train, etc.) or at home! 

4 board games :
2 classic games: one game of the goose in the savannah, and one 
snakes and ladders under the sea,
2 more original games: one dinosaur race and one game to get the 
sloths to safety.

ACTIVITIES

Anti-Boredrom 
activities 

A unique object

Al
so

A
va
ila

ble
NN

Mes premiers 
jeux de société 
en vacances
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More than 12,000 copies sold in the series in 
France!

Rights Sold: 

ACTIVITIES

Putting your hands in the dough, pressing,            
cutting, squeezing... Recipes that kids can make by        
themselves all year round!
Quick and easy recipes to make in a simplistic spirit: 4 to 6 illus-
trated steps, measurement of ingredients with a mug, and a prepa-
ration time not exceeding 10 minutes. 

This book is cleverly designed: the cover folds back to make an 
easel, like the cover of an iPad, and the laminated pages can be 
wiped clean.

Even the very young can make their first cake!

Al
so

A
va
ila

ble

Je fais mes 
petits apéros 
salés moi-même
I Make My Own Salty Aperitifs

By Cécile Petit •
Illustrated by Elena Selena

250 x 186 mm 
Wire-O 
96 pp 
€14.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2020 - 2022

Number of titles: 5

Step by step recipes 
With photographies to 
help them understand 
the recipes 

SERIES: Je fais moi-même

Je fais mes 
desserts moi-
même, sans 
cuisson
Je fais mes 
gateaux moi-
même
Je fais mes 
desserts moi-
même, aux 
fruits
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Rights Sold: 

ACTIVITIES

A series of educational cards to help children 
to become independent and proud of their          
achievment!

Practical cards and a easel to put everywhere and do relaxing exer-
cises to control emotions or to develop skills for autonomy. Books 
developped following the learning principles of Montessori, so that 
the child can be autonomous when starting school. 

An easel-style book for the well-being of children… and parents!

Al
so

A
va
ila

ble

Mes petits 
gestes de l’école 
maternelle
My Little Gestures of my 

Kindgarden

By Elisabeth de Lambilly

230 x 180 mm
Hard Cover, 12 cards 
24 pp
€12.50
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2020 - 2022

Number of titles: 4

Little exercices 
adapted to young 
children

A robust easel 
book with a bog 
comes with the 
cards 

SERIES: Mes petits gestes pour...

Mes petits 
gestes pour 
devenir 
autonome
Mes petits 
gestes pour  
me relaxer
Mes petits 
gestes pour 
bien gérer 
mes émotions
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More than 35,000copies sold in the series in France! 

Al
so
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Mystérieuse 
disparition 
au musée du 
Louvre
Le château du 
comte de la 
trouille
La fantastique 
expédition 
de tous les 
dangers
Journée sen-
sationnelle au 
parc d’attrac-
tions

La glaciale 
chasse au Yéti
Enquête 
sportive 
aux jeux 
olympiques
Perilleuse 
aventure chez 
les pirates

NN
EE A series were you are the hero, and your choices      

determine your fate!
Be careful what path you choose, you never know where you will 
end up.  On each double page, the reader must solve one or two         
puzzles (7 mistakes, a maze, guessing games, find the double,             
puzzles...) before choosing a path.

Stories full of unexpected twists and turns!

Dangereuse 
mission pour le 
Chevalier Coeur 
de Dragon
Dangerous Mission For The 

Dragon Heart Knight

By Hervé Éparvier and 
VARIOUS ILLUSTRATORS

230 x 260 mm
Soft Cover 
48 pp
€9.90
Age 5+
Pub date: 2018-2022

Number of titles: 7

ACTIVITIES

Une fois l’épée en main, emprunte cet escalier qui te conduira à l’écurie 
Ou bats fort des bras et envole-toi avec le pigeon jusqu’à la 

Aujourd’hui, tu as beaucoup de chance, tu visites le magnifique château 
du célèbre chevalier Geoffroy Cœur de Dragon… 

TROP BEAU !
La demeure date du Moyen Âge et tu te trouves dans la salle d’armes 
où sont exposés épées, lances et autres boucliers.

Soudain, un pigeon se pose sur ton épaule avec, accroché à sa patte, 
un message écrit par le chevalier Geoffroy Cœur de Dragon lui-même… 

WAOUH !
Il s’apprête à affronter en duel le terrible chevalier Noir et te demande 
de lui apporter au plus vite son épée préférée. Génial !
Comme tu adores l’aventure et les chevaliers, tu n’hésites pas une seconde 
et décides d’accepter la mission.

Pour trouver l’épée, c’est facile, elle a l’extrémité de sa lame taillée en pointe 
et son pommeau est en forme de tête de dragon. 
Repère-la parmi toutes celles exposées sur le mur !

2

Interactive and 
entertaining 
adventures

Highly-illustrated 
double pages with 
games you can play 
without a pencil: mazes, 
7 mistakes, puzzles, 
guessing games…

SERIES: La quête dont tu es le héros

Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified), German

N

EW

NN

EEWW
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More than 39,000boxes sold in the series in France! 

Al
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Match
Tous en 
classe ! 
Memozz - 
Savane !
Qui que quiz 
- Animaux
7 missions 
- Vive le 
cique !
7 missions -
En avant, 

chevalier !
7 missions 
- SOS 
Pompiers
Christmas 
baba et 
piñata
Qui que quiz 
- France
Qui que quiz 
- Géant

EEWWWW
Various set of the bestselling series “My Little 
Docs” game boxes to have fun everywhere!
From multi-theme questions-and-answers, to the classic 
Happy Families cards games, or memory games with a narative                   
documentary, you will never get bored with the My Little Docs 
Game sets. Evolving games, with rules to be adapted according to 
the age of the players, and a visual framework to help the young-
est.

Easy to carry around everywhere!7 missions - 
Gestes écolos
Greens Actions

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

83 x 125 mm - 90 x 90 mm - 
120 x 80 mm
Game Box 
€7.90 - €9.90 - €12.90
Age 4+ - 6+
Pub date: 2019-2022

Number of titles: 11

ACTIVITIES

A box of 200 cards to 
carry everywhere to 
learn and test your 
knowledge while 
having fun!Game mechanics 

developed by 
a board game 
designer

SERIES: P’tits jeux docs

Rights Sold: 
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Caravelle et 
Dentifrice
Caravel And Toothpaste

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

240 x 240 mm - 
1 board, 4 counters, 
25 pieces (7 big and 18 
small)
66 Cards
€22.00 
Age 6+
Pub date: November 2021

Rights Sold: 

The first ‘‘P’tits docs’’ board game! Travel back in 
time through history’s greatest inventions! 

Did you know that toothpaste dates back to ancient times? A game 
that embarks you on a journey through history, to discover where 
objects that revolutionized the world and our everyday life came 
from.

A game for 2 to 4 players, in which you need to collect the most 
inventions, from prehistoric times to the present day (flint, glasses, 
steam engines, French fries, etc.), to win. 

Rules of the game:
Deal 5 cards to each player. Take it in turn to put down a card to 
move forward or hold another player back, then pick a card from 
the middle deck so that you always have 5 cards in hand. Stop on 
the “invention” spaces. Swap resource cards for an invention.

Aim of the game:
Collect as many inventions as possible and reach the last square 
on the board. 

End of the game:
Each player makes a timeline with the inventions they collect. The 
player with the biggest timeline wins.

ACTIVITIES

PLATEAU_CARAVELLE_DENTIFRICE.indd   1 18/06/2021   10:29

Adapted to a 6-year 
old’s concentration 
time (approximately 20 
minutes).
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Rights Sold: 

ACTIVITIES

60 illustrated cards to learn, observe and approach 
word recognition.
A box consisting of 60 cards (30 animals) and a sheet for a fun     
learning experience autonomy. The child is led to learn to recognize 
the animals, name them, refine your sense of observation, approach 
word recognition

A game method inspired by Montessori pedagogy, where the child 
is involved in his learning.

Al
so

A
va
ila

ble

Les animaux et 
leurs empruntes
The Animals and Their 

Footprint

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

180 x 130 mm
Box Set with 60 Cards 
€14.50
Age 6+ 
Pub date: 2020

Number of titles: 2

Card 2, front: the name of 
the animal in cursive and 
script
Card 2, back: the animal’s 
footprint

Card 1, front: the 
animal in colour
Card 1, back: the 
Chinese shadow 
of the animal

SERIES: Les animaux et leurs...

Les animaux et 
leur pelage
Les animaux et 
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More than 60,000 copies sold in the series in 
France!

Rights Sold: 
Spanish (Latin America)

ACTIVITIES

Yoga for kids, to feel good in body and mind!

The practice of yoga-inspired exercises is beneficial on many 
levels: learning to take care of your body, be attentive to your 
wellbeing, find in yourself the resources to concentrate or relax... 
Becoming self-conscious, regaining your composure, feeling 
confident, making you want to go forward and grow by making 
the golden eagle, the lynx or the archer: these are the benefits of 
these 11 amusing postures to reproduce relaxation lying down to 
relax.

Élisabeth Jouanne Ilya Green

J’apprends à respirer
Le yoga des petits

Al
so

A
va
ila

ble

J’apprends à 
respirer
I Learn to Breathe 

By Elisabeth Jouanne •
Illustrated by Ilya Green

190 x 190 mm 
210 x 300 mm
Board Book
32 pp - 56 pp
€8.90 
Age 6+ 
Pub date: 2015 - 2020

Number of titles: 3

Each book show 
new poses in a 
clearly identifi ed 
themes 

Well explained to 
avoid injury to the 
child 

SERIES: Le yoga des petits

J’apprivoise 
mes émotions
100% yoga des 
petits
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More than 60,000 copies sold in the series in 
France!

Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified)

ACTIVITIES

Here is a practical and elegant herbarium to know
everything about trees or flowers!
Depending on your walks in the nature and your pickings, you will 
learn to identify the trees, the flowers and to collect them and to 
dry them, to constitute a beautiful collection. 

With its cardboard cover firmly held by an elastic band and its spi-
rals, this herbarium is the ideal companion for walks. It is the sup-
port of a beautiful adventure in connection with the beauty of the 
nature. Throughout the pages, children and adults l earn to recog-
nize the trees and flowers, to know where to admire them, but also 
how to pick up their leaves and dry them.

Al
so

A
va
ila

ble

L’herbier des 
feuilles
Leaves Herbarium

By Nicole Bustarret •
Illustrated by Laurence Bar

175 x 230 mm
Wire-O 
88 pp
€13.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: 2018 - 2019

Number of titles: 2

Precise technical 
information

Both a documentary 
identifi cation guide 
and a practical 
book for gluing the 
collected leaves

SERIES: L’herbier

L’Herbier des 
fleurs
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Rights Sold: 
Chinese (simplified)

ACTIVITIES

Activity books to know yourself and construct your    
personality with the help of a psychiatrist!
Through ten texts and lots of games, these notebooks to be filled 
helps the child to accept themselves and adapts changes and new 
situations in daily life. There is lots of advices from a specialist of 
psychology to help the child to increase self-confidence.

Al
so

A
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ble

Je surmonte ma 
timidité
I Overcome My Shyness

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

190 x 260 mm
Hard Cover 
80 pp
€11.90
Age 7+ 
Pub date: 2018 - 2022

Number of titles: 5

80 pages of activities, 
tests and advice from 
a psychologist

A benevolent 
communication 
and the know-
how of the Astrapi 
editorial staff

SERIES: Mes cahiers pour bien grandir

J’ai confiance 
en moi !
J’apprivoise 
mes émotions
Tous 
intelligents !
J’apprivoise les 
changements
J’apprivoise les J’apprivoise les 
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More than 45,000 copies sold in the series in 
France!

Rights Sold: 
German, Chinese (Complex), 
Chinese (Simplified), Dutch, 
Greek, Russian

ACTIVITIES

Join the irresistible cat detective Agata Crispy on 
her adventures!
A world close to children’s everyday life featuring a relatable a       
mascot, a recurrent feline detective: Agata Crispy!

All the ingredients of a mystery: observation, richly detailed pic-
tures, wordplay, humour. Each of the 8 mysteries can be enjoyed 
independently, set in a specific décor . . . But there is a guiding 
thread running through the series. 
A unique concept of puzzles that is particularly popular amongst 
6-8-year-olds. 

Al
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A
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ble

Même pas peur !
Not Afraid!

By Paul Martin •
Illustrated by Camille Roy

170 x 240 mm
Soft Cover 
80 pp
€12.50
Age 6+ 
Pub date:  2018 - 2022

Number of titles: 4

Paul Martin’s fantasy combined 
with Camille Roy’s tender and 
funny illustrations 

A narrative thread 
links these riddles 
but does not oblige 
readers to do them 
in order

SERIES: Mes premières énigmes à tous les étages

1. Bienvenue à 
Matouville
2. Autour du 
monde
3. Au pays des 
contes

1. Bienvenue à 

3. Au pays des 3. Au pays des 
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Rights Sold: 
Chinese (simplified)

ACTIVITIES

Fifteen inverstigation stories where tangible clues 
point to the culprit.
An interactive book on the theme of the famous Guess Who? game. 
Fifteen boxes with characters on the cover, which can be closed by 
a sliding flap. 
A game-book based on two key principles: the investigation and 
physical observation, it’s Cluedo and Guess Who combined.

Al
so

A
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ble

Chez les 
pompiers
At The Fire Department

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

215 x 245 mm
Hard Cover with Flaps to lift
36 pp
€12.90
Age 7+ 
Pub date: 2017 - 2022

Number of titles: 7

Lift the fl ap to discover 
the clues 

Funny, larger than 
life stories that 
make enjoyable 
reading

SERIES: Qui est le coupable ?

À la cantine
Au zoo
Le manoir
Au château
Chez les 
pirates
À l’école
Au camping

More than 120,000 copies sold in the series in France!
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Les enquêtes du 
Dr Énigmus T.1 
- La malédiction 
des 12 portes
The Curse of The 12 Doors

By Paul Martin •
Illustrated by Matthew 
Broersma 

180 x 242 mm
Soft Cover
56 pp
€10.90
Age 8+
Pub date: 2021 - 2022

Number of titles: 2

Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified)

A puzzle book that will delight 8 to 12-year-olds 
who love solving mysteries and investigations.

A brand-new Dr Enigmus investigation.

Intrigued by Enigmus’ great uncle’s will, the inspector and his loyal 
sidekick, Tatiana, find themselves plunged into eleven wonderful – 
or terrifying! – worlds. And the only way out of these strange and 
confusing worlds is to solve the enigmas. 

An original concept:  the reader has to solve the enigmas while 
following the story. 

ACTIVITIES

The reader is actively 
helping Dr Enigmus 
with his investigation.

A riddle to solve 
throughout the 
book!

Al
so

A
va
ila

ble

T.2 - Sur la 
piste du 
sphynx

NN
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More than 570,000copies sold in the series in France! 
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1. Énigmes 
à tous les 
étages
2. Les 12 
mauvais 
coups de 
minuit
3. L’im-
meuble aux 
espions
4. Paris 

5. Frissons 
6. Myhtolo-
gie
7. Ren-
dez-Vous 
chez les 
Dingos !
8. Art, ar-
naques et 
mic-macs

NN
EE A series of clever book-games where the reader 

will become a detective!
A great game book with large double-pages to fold, which            
transforms with each survey for the pleasure of the reader who 
improvises as a detective. For each enigma, questions are asked 
and clues are given to progress. The reader solves his enigma 
thanks to the testimonies of the victims and the observation of 
interior and exterior decorations, then he discovers the culprit. 

9. Affaires très 
spatiales
8. Spatial Affairs

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

200 x 290 mm
Soft Cover 
64 pp
€12.50
Age 8+
Pub date: 2017-2022

Number of titles: 9

ACTIVITIES

Fascinating game 
book that sharpen 
young readers’ 
observation skills

The book folds and is    
gradually transformed 
as the story progress

SERIES: Énigmes à tous les étages

Rights Sold: 
Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Complex), Chinese (Simplified), 
Czech, Dutch, Korean, German, 
Spanish (World), Ukrainian

observation skills
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Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified), Korean

ACTIVITIES

The first escape book for children! Resolve the 
enigmas and find the right plan to escape!
Would you be capable of escaping from Dragon Dungeon, from a 
Zombie Lab or From a Sunken City? The huge wooden door has 
swung shut, trapping the reader inside! If you hope to get out, 
you must hunt for clues to solve the puzzles. In the end, you must 
find four symbols to unlock the door and break free.

Al
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Échappe-toi ! 
La brèche 
temporelle
Escape From The Time Gap

By Alice Millot •
Illustrated by VARIOUS 
ILLUSTRATORS

230 x 310 mm
Hard Cover with Flaps to lift 
and Mechanism inside 
16 pp
€19.90
Age 8+ 
Pub date: 2018 - 2022

Number of titles: 4

The fi rst escape 
game of little ones

Go looking for 
clues 

SERIES: Échappe-toi !

Le laboratoire 
zombies
La cité 
engloutie
La tour aux 
dragons

More than 25,000 copies sold in the series worldwide!

A. Millot
B. Strickler
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Déverrouille la page secrète pour t’échappe
r

à
te

m
ps

!

Éc

happe-toi !

Ou
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e
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s
vole

ts pour trouver les indices

la
t o u r a u x d r a g o n

s

Ré
sous les énigmes de chaque page

Un liv
re 

Escape 

Game !
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À la recherche 
de la statuette 
sacrée
In Search of The Sacred Statue 

By Alice Millot •
Illustrated by Benjamin 
Strickler

230 x 250 mm
Hard Cover with Flaps, Maps 
and a Pop-up
26 pp
€16.90
Age 8+ 
Pub date: October 2021

Rights Sold: 

A. MILLOT B. STRICKLER

À LA RECHERCHE DE 

UNE CHASSE AU TRÉSOR 
AU PAYS DES PHARAONS

UN LIVRE-JEU

DOCUMENTAIRE 

ANIMÉ AVEC UN 

POP-UP !

“You dream of being an Egyptologist. To prove 
that you can, your aunt, the famous archaeologist 
Camilia Rosette, challenges you to find a sacred 
statuette!”

It’s up to you to free her! Be careful to understand the clues and 
find the amulets that will help you on your quest. Pay close atten-
tion to the documentary information you find on your way. They 
will be very useful! Once you have reached the hidden temple, you 
will finally be able to discover your treasure!

A book with a complex structure: a map that unfolds, flaps, locks to 
unlock, and a treasure that unfolds in a pop-up.

ACTIVITIES

Many fl aps to open and a 
padlock system to unlock the 
fi nal page which opens on 
a pop-up representing the 
treasure: a statuette of the 
goddess Bastet.

 A game of search and 
deduction: the reader must 
fi nd the place where the 
treasure is hidden and the 
amulets to obtain it.

Alice Millot

After studying law for a long time, Alice 
Millot chose to return to her first love: 
puzzles. Since then, she has been 
designing games for all ages, including 
treasure hunts and escape games.

Benjamin Strickler
He has been an illustrator for the press 
and children’s publishing since 2007. 
With an inquisitive mind, he documents 
himself tirelessly to take the reader on 
a journey through space and centuries. 
This concern to be faithful to historical 
reality does not prevent him from 
exploring imaginary lands. He offers a 
universe that delights the youngest as 
much as it awakens the child in every 
adult! 
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À la recherche de 
l’épée légendaire
In  Search of The Legendary 

Sword

By Alice Millot •
Illustrated by Camille Ferrari

230 x 250 mm
Hard Cover with a Pop-up
25 pp
€16.90
Age 8+
Pub date: October 2020

Rights Sold: 

A. MILLOT C. FERRARI

À LA RECHERCHE DE 

UNE CHASSE AU TRÉSORAU TEMPS DES CHÂTEAUX FORTS.

UN LIVRE-JEUX

DOCUMENTAIRE 

ANIMÉ AVEC UN 

POP-UP!

The first in a new series of informative gamebooks!

An animated book combining knowledge and investigation. Lots 
of facts, a treasure hunt, and a beautiful treasure in the form of a 
popup, on the theme of medieval castles. 

A book that explores the techniques of treasure hunting. The 
reader must find the place where the treasure is hidden and the 
keys to obtain it. A complex and incredible construction that gives 
the      illusion of reality: many flaps to open and a padlock system 
to unlock the final page that opens on a pop-up representing the 
treasure.

ACTIVITIES

The reader solves a riddle in 
connection with documen-
tary information to continue 
his quest

Alice Millot 

After studying law for a long time, 
she chose to return to her first love: 
puzzles. Since then, she has been 
designing games for all ages, including 
treasure hunts and escape games.

Camille Ferrari  

Graduated in 2016 from Supinfocom 
Valenciennes, specializing in 3D 
animation, she worked for 3 years in 
London in a 3D animation and graphic 
design studio. Since her return to 
France, she has been illustrating for 
children’s magazines and now also for 
publishing A search and 

deduction 
game
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Devine qui je 
suis
Famous Women

By Pascal Prévot •
Illustrated by Nicolas Pitz

215 x 245 mm - 
Soft Cover with sliding tabs 
on the cover
40 pp
€13.90 
Age 8+
Pub date: October 2021

Rights Sold: 

A non-fiction “whodunnit” to discover 15 famous 
women with their 15 detailed and fascinating     
portraits!

A non-fiction book, based on the “whodunnit” principle. 

To play, the child must read and sort through the information, while 
discovering the lives of women who impacted history. Between 
major events and little anecdotes, each text tells the story of a 
famous woman from the past or today, from Cleopatra to Marie 
Curie or Josephine Baker to Frida Kahlo… 

The reader has to guess who each woman is from the physical and 
symbolic clues.

ACTIVITIES

Discover the life of 15 
remarkable women, while 
having fun with this       
interactive book

Clever sliding tabs on 
the cover reveal who the 
famous and inspiring 
women are

Pascal Prévot

He is a historian at heart, who knows 
thousands of anecdotes about the 
life of major historical figures. He uses 
humor and imagination to engage 
children. He has published several 
fictions with Milan and Milan Presse. 
He also regularly works for children’s 
magazines and Bayard Jeunesse.

He is a historian at heart, who knows 

Nicolas Pitz
He studied comics at the prestigious 
Saint-Luc school in Brussels. He then 
turned towards IT, his second passion. 
He works as a web design trainer and 
continues to draw in his spare time. 
He contributed to Phantasmes and 
13m28, published by Manolosanctis. 
These first collaborations helped him 
launch his own major project, the 
“Luluabourg” trilogy, inspired by his 
grandfather’s life. 

SERIES: Devine qui je suis
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More than 850,000copies sold in worldwide!
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100% BD 
100% Magie
100% 
Escape 
Games
100% 
Chocolat
100% Manip 
sciences
100% fan du 
Japon
100% 
Enigmes
100% 
Lab’eau
100% Excel-
lentissime

100% 
Fashion 
Designer
100% Casse-
tête
100% 
Activités 
Montessori
100% 
Illusions 
d’optiques
100% 
Puzzles
100% Espion 
100% Yoga 
pour les 
petits

Practical activity book in the easel format so you 
can bring it everywhere and follow the instructions 
on a funny way!
A collection of flip chart-style activity books for 7-12 year olds. 
Cooking reciepes, scientific experiments, magic tricks... something 
to suit all tastes and interests!

Books that make ideal gifts for any occasion...

100% bon pour 
la planète
100% Good For The Planet

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

230 x 220 mm - 
300 x 210 mm
Easel Hard Cover
64 pp - 72 pp
€13.90 - €16.90
Age 8+
Pub date: 2011-2022

Number of titles: 18

ACTIVITIES

An entertaining 
approach and a wide 
range of things to do or 
make

A practical format, easy-
to-consult while following 
the instructions

SERIES: 100% Activité

Rights Sold: 
Arabic (World), Castilian, 
Chinese (Simplified), German, 
Portugese, Turkish

100% Casse-

100% Espion 100% Espion 

NE
W

NNEE
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More than 80,000copies sold in the series in France! 
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200 activités
Anniversaires
Activités pour 
tous les jours
Activités 
aux quatre 
saisons
Cabanes et 
cachettes
Tours de 
magie

Illusions 
d’optique
Chasses au 
trésor
Farces et 
attrapes
Énigmes et 
casse-tête
Bricos 
écolos

Rights Sold: 
Turkish

Indoors, outdoors, for a birthday or in your daily 
life, a series of books to think of fun activities to 
do. 
This compilation of the best “Copains” activities incites all the     
imagination and skills of young readers. You have to organize a    
birthday party or your child has asked you to invent a giant trea-
sure hunt for the very next day… In either case, these books are 
here to give you a helping hand. 
DIY, gardening, scientific experiments, artistic creations, cooking… 
here are 200 activities to have fun all year long. Imagine, invent, 
construct, do some gardening, but also experiment, sew, play or 
cook…

À chacun son 
jardin
Garden

By VARIOUS AUTHORS 

190 x 250 mm
Soft Cover
112 pp
€11.90
Age 8+
Pub date: 2015-2022

Number of titles: 12

ACTIVITIES

Chasses au 

Énigmes et Énigmes et 

A new lay-out with 
clear, uncluttered 
pages 

Activities that are easy 
to organize 

SERIES: Activités Copain 
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Activities that are easy 
to organize 

N
EW

Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified), Dutch,
Finnish, German

ACTIVITIES

Highly illustrated books and practical guides, this
longseller backlist series is getting a modern and 
fresh revamp!
Kicked of with two titles, this activity series invites young readers 
to delve into nature and exploit its resources in an original and 
hands-on way! Each title presents fifty projects with detailed tech-
nical explanation for each one. 

A must for all nature-lovers!
Al
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Installe ton 
camp dans la 
forêt
Set Up Camp In The Forest

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

225 x 260 mm
Hard Cover 
64 pp
€12.50
Age 8+ 
Pub date: 2021 - 2022

Number of titles: 3

Clear and inspiring 
illustrations, between 
production and 
refl ection, art and 
expertise

Step-by-step 
instructions to 
make a variety of 
objects

SERIES: Accros de la nature

Pars à la pêche
Construis ta 
cabane

expertise

Pars à la pêchePars à la pêche

construis
ta cabane
24 modèles à réaliser

24 
mo

dèl
es 

à r
éal

ise
r

co
ns

tr
ui

s 
ta

 c
ab

an
e

accr
os de la nature

Louis Espinassous

Sébastien Chebret • Amandine Labarre
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More than 600,000
copies sold in the series worldwide!
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Le grand 
cahier 
d’activité de 
la famille 
Oukilé
La famille 
Oukilé fait 
le tour du 
monde
Les folles 
journées de 
la famille 
Oukilé
La famille 
Oukilé fait la 
fête autour 
du monde
La famille 
Oukilé 
s’amuse
La famille 

Oukilé 
se régale 
autour du 
monde
La famille 
Oukilé en 
week-end
La famille 
Oukilé parle 
anglais
En Europe 
avec la 
famille 
Oukilé
Le tour de 
France de 
la famille 
Oukilé
La famille 
Oukilé visite 
Paris

EE Keep your eyes open! And find where are hidden       
Mr. and Mrs. Oukilé, their children, Flora and Nestor, 
and the dog Opié. 

The child searches on each double page the members of the 
Oukilé family, but also full of other details which are indicated in 
the text. He also likes to spot the humorous gags and other quirks 
hidden in these large miniature decora.ons. Game pages punctuate 
the book, to accompany the child in his discovery!

La famille Oukilé 
Globe-Trotter
The Globe-Trotter Oukilé 

Family

By Béatrice Veillon and 
Elena Iribarren

190 x 250 mm
Hard Cover, Look and Find 
Game Book
€9.60 - 16.90
Age 8+
Pub date: 2010-2022

Number of titles: 12

ACTIVITIES

20 large scenes full of 
details  

Illustrations bustling 
with details and humour, 
children will love delving 
into them!

SERIES: La famille Oukilé

Oukilé parle Oukilé parle 

Rights Sold: 
Castilian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Complex), Chinese (Simplified), 
Dutch, Hungarian, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean
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Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified), Dutch, 
English (World), Ukrainian

ACTIVITIES

The Great Labyrinths Series launches the young 
reader on an enjoyable and cultural quest to dis-
cover the world’s curiosities and beauty!
To each maza, it’s quest! The young reader may have to go in 
search of an animal, or to find the couple in the rocks of Bryce 
Canyon, or count the number of iguanas in a scene... By tracing 
the maze with their fingertips, children encounter elements that 
represent the patrimony of the region in question : fauna, flora, 
crafts, architecture, temples...

Al
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Les villes du 
monde
City Mazes Around The World

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

230 x 310 mm
Hard Cover 
36 pp
€14.90
Age 8+ 
Pub date: 2016 - 2017

Number of titles: 2

Can be read at several 
levels, playful, cultural 
and informative Mazes bursting 

with details

SERIES: Les grands labyrinthes

Le monde en 
15 labyrinthes




